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GAMES

ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS

PAVLOV’S DOGS
Are you a good dog? Pavlov’s Dogs is a fast, 
engaging card game of following the rules and 
acting like fools! Players are dogs working together 
to complete tests given to them by famous DOGTORS 
such as Sigmund Fetch, Collie Jung and Bark F. 
Skinner! Each test adds a rule making it harder and 
harder as the game goes on. Rules can change card 
values, add actions or verbal responses, or change 
the order of play. A puzzling party game for the 
whole family! RING THE BELL! Scheduled to ship in 
October 2020.
9LG 2350.................................................$19.99

THRIVE: POND LIFE EXPANSION
The Pond Life expansion unlocks an 
entirely new game mode to creatively 
expand classic abstract strategy game-
play to the 3rd and 4th player for Thrive. 
Additionally, players may choose from 
15 pond life creatures for a rule-bending 
power on each turn, and a deck of 
variable setup configurations to keep the 
pond fresh and thriving.
AAG 1411 .................................$15.00

SMALL SAMURAI EMPIRES
A game of Small Samurai Empires is played 
in 3 Eras, each consisting of 2 rounds. Each 
round, players will take turns placing order 
tokens facedown on one of the slots available 
in the 4 regions of Japan. When all players 
have placed their tokens and filled all the 
token slots, they will be revealed and resolved 
one by one by the owner of the token. These 
order tokens will enable the players to recruit 
mighty Samurai armies, move their armies 
to conquer provinces, build castles to defend 
and maintain control of their provinces and 
do other meaningful actions. Scheduled to 
ship in October 2020.

ARQ 030 ...................................................................................................... $39.00

BREAKDANCING MEEPLES
From headstands to footwork, you know 
your dance crew is the hottest around but 
now its time to prove it. Each player has 
six dancers and two dance routines to 
start. Players roll and re-roll meeples like 
dice, everyone at once, fast as they can. 
Compete against rival crews for the world 
championship trophy in four one-minute 
dance offs, racking up crowd appeal by 
completing Routine cards. Between each 
dance off, crews learn a new Routine. The 
crew with the most crowd appeal at the 
end of four rounds takes home the trophy! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
ATG 1460 ..................................$19.95

AQUATICA
In Aquatica, players take on the role 
of Ocean Kings attempting to expand 
their realm. They need to seize and 
buy locations, recruit characters, and 
complete goals to gain victory points. 
Players use cards from their hand to 
create combinations that accomplish 
their building goals as well as utilize 
ocean creatures to help them explore and 
attain resources. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2020.
AWG STE10AQ ..........................$44.99

MAGICAL KITTIES SAVE THE DAY! RPG
You are CUTE. You are CUNNING. You are 
FIERCE. You are magical kitties, and its time 
to save the day! Every magical kitty has a 
human. Every human has a problem. In 
Magical Kitties Save the Day, you and your 
friends use your magical powers to help your 
humans. But kitties live in hometowns that 
are filled even bigger problems like witches, 
aliens, and hyper-intelligent raccoons, so 
kitties go on adventures to save the day!
ATG AG3110 .................................$24.95

9TH LEVEL GAMES

ADAM`S APPLE GAMES ARCANE WONDERS

ARCHONA GAMES

ATLAS GAMES

MAGICAL KITTIES SAVE THE DAY! 
RPG: KITTY CARDS
Make character creation fast and fun with 
these attribute cards for Magical Kitties 
Save the Day, an all-ages roleplaying 
game of cute, fierce kitties. Poker-sized 
cards are easy for younger players to hold 
and shuffle. Vibrant, full-color art helps 
bring your kitty character to life.
ATG AG3117 .............................$19.95

MAGICAL KITTIES SAVE THE DAY! 
RPG: KITTY CHARACTER SHEETS
Double-sided, full-color character sheets 
make it easy to track your kittys abilities. 
Glue-bound pad of 50 ensures you have 
plenty for keeping track of as many new, 
interesting protagonists as they’d like! A 
cheat sheet for rolling dice checks, M, and 
upgrades means less flipping through the 
rulebook for players and the GM.
ATG AG3112 ...............................$9.95

GAME TRADE  
MAGAZINE #249
GTM contains articles on gameplay, 
previews and reviews, game related 
fiction, and self contained games 
and game modules, along with 
solicitation information on upcoming 
game and hobby supply releases.
GTM 249 ...........................$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE
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PANZER GRENADIER:  
BLACK PANTHERS
The segregated, African-American 761st 
‘Black Panthers’ Tank Battalion racked up 
an impressive war record in 183 days of 
combat in France, Belgium, and Germany. 
We tell the story of their fight against the 
Nazis, and of their fight against the vile 
Jim Crow racism they faced in their own 
country. It’s the story of Sgt. Ruben Rivers, 
Medal of Honor winner, killed in action in 
November 1944 fighting his tank against 
insurmountable odds despite repeated 
wounds. It’s the story of Capt. Jackie 
Robinson, court-martialed for his refusal to 
sit in the back of a U.S. Army bus. And it’s the 
story of the author’s grandfather, liberated 
from the Gunskirchen concentration camp 
in May 1945 by Black soldiers of the 
761st Tank Battalion. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2020.
APL 8815 ...................................$24.99

SONG SAGA
Rock out with your cards out! Every card in 
this box is designed to spark a memory of the 
moments and music that make you who you 
are. Get ready to discover new tunes, new 
things about your friends, and maybe even 
win a gold award or two. Singing, dancing, 
and air guitar are optional, but probable. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
BCN SSF01000 ..........................$24.99

POLY SUPERNOVA/WHITE 
LUMINARY (7)
CHX 30041 ................................$11.98

POLY SUPERNOVA/WHITE 
UNPAINTED LUMINARY (7)
CHX 30041U ..............................$11.98

LAB DICE 4

LAB DICE 4 HEAVY

ALICE IN WORDLAND
In the party game Alice in Wordland, players 
take the roles of characters from Alice in 
Wonderland, each with their own unique 
abilities and all invited to the tea party of 
the Queen of Hearts. They have to follow 
her mad rules of discussion, saying words in 
particular themes under the pressure of time. 
The game includes a plastic music-playing 
teapot timer. Every round, after the discussion 
topic and the forbidden letters have been 
chosen, the timer starts and each player has 
to say a suitable word within their time limit. 
The longer each player stays in a round, the 
more points they are awarded. Scheduled to 
ship in October 2020.

DLB ALI ......................................................................................................... $29.99

MONSDRAWSITY
Those pesky monsters are at it again, and 
one of thems been spotted nearby! As a 
paranormal investigator, it’s your job to 
sketch out this newest anomaly based on 
your witnesss description, but be careful... 
they didn’t get a good look, and its up to 
you to fill in the blanks! Scheduled to ship 
in September 2020.
DPW MDS100 ............................$24.95

LAB DICE 4 NEBULA

AVALANCHE PRESS

BACON LAZER

CHESSEX 
MANUFACTURING

POLY BLACK-WHITE/PINK (7)
CHX 30043 ................................$11.98

POLY CLEAR-PINK/ 
WHITE LUMINARY (7)
CHX 30042 ................................$11.98

POLY ORANGE/TURQUOISE (7)
CHX 30038 ................................$11.98

POLY TURQUOISE/ORANGE (7)
CHX 30039 ................................$11.98

POLY COPPER MATRIX/ 
ORANGE LUMINARY (7)
CHX 30040 ................................$11.98

POLY COPPER MATRIX/ORANGE 
UNPAINTED LUMINARY (7)
CHX 30040U ..............................$11.98

CZECH GAMES EDITIONS

DEEP WATER GAMES

DRAWLAB GAMES

UNDER FALLING SKIES
Under Falling Skies is a solo game with 
a multi-mission campaignand gradually 
revealed content. In each mission, you take 
charge of defending a besieged city. Your 
actions are powered by an innovative dice 
placement mechanic. When you choose an 
action, you are also choosing which enemy 
ships will descend. Bigger numbers give 
better effects, but they also cause ships to 
descend faster. Under Falling Skies is based 
on the print & play game that won the 2019 
9-card Nanogame P&P Design Contest. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
CGE 00058 ....................................$29.95
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FIRED UP
In the near future, entertainment will have 
changed. It will have evolved beyond 
traditional sports in stadiums and into a 
larger than life spectacle where digital 
warriors will compete against one another 
inside the cyberspace arena in bloodless 
conflict sports. In this futuristic environment is 
where Fired Up is set. In the game the players 
are not the fighters! They are spectators with 
premium seats to the largest spectacle of all 
time. Their premium seats make it possible 
for them to influence the digital athletes in 
the Arena and bet on their champions in the 
fight. Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
DLB FIR .......................................... $69.99

FIRED UP: 
AGILITY EXPANSION
We have gifted the universe 
of Fired Up with 8 new arena 
fighters! Scheduled to ship in 
October 2020.
DLB FIRAGI .....................$17.99

FIRED UP: MONSTER EXPANSION
We have gifted the universe of Fired Up with a 
2-headed clown, a fire-breathing werewolf and 
an angry cyberpunk warrior you might know. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
DLB FIRMON .........................................$29.99

MYSTIC SCROLLS
Mystic ScROLLS is a real-time dice game 
in which each player is a wizard trying to 
cast as many spells as possible to capture 
the mystic knowledge of the hidden 
scrolls. It plays for 2-4 players, 12 years 
old and up, and each game lasts around 
20 minutes giving you a fun game filled 
with adrenaline. Each wizard has his own 
spells and begins the round with 5 magic 
dice. When the players are ready, we 
draw a new scroll card at the middle of the 
table and the round begins! Scheduled to 
ship in October 2020.
DCB MSC ...................................$29.99

WITLESS WIZARDS
Since the beginning of time, wizards too 
powerful to be named have tried to learn all 
the secrets of the universe. Through millennia 
they studied and learned and traveled 
through time and space growing to become 
the most powerful entities of the universe. 
And today, after countless centuries they 
finally meet in the battle ground to prove 
once and for all who is the most powerful. 
But, after countless years, age has taken its 
toll. The wizards may be powerful, but only 
if they remember what each spell does. It is a 
combat of... Witless Wizards! Scheduled to 
ship in October 2020.
DLB WIW ...................................$24.99

SAY WHAAAT?!
In each round of Say Whaaat?!, one of 
the players becomes the judge and has to 
secretly define the ‘ranking of importance’ 
between five seemingly unrelated items 
or even ideas. All the other players then 
try to guess this ranking, scoring points 
for each correct guess, with the player 
with the most correct guesses in a round 
scoring an extra point. When all players 
have been the judge once, the game is 
over. Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
DLB WHA ...................................$19.00
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 
RPG: ICEWIND DALE: RIME 

OF THE FROSTMAIDEN
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.

GALE FORCE NINE

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: 
ICEWIND DALE MAP SET  
(2X 20” X 30”)
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
GF9 72805 ...................................PI

AURIL (3 FIGS)
GF9 71120 ................................$25.00

CHWINGAS (2 FIGS)
GF9 71123 ................................$10.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 
RPG: ICEWIND DALE: RIME 

OF THE FROSTMAIDEN
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.

FROST GIANT SKELETON (1 FIG)
GF9 71127 ................................$40.00

DRAGON OF BLACK ICE (1 FIG)
GF9 71126 ................................$75.00

DM SCREEN
GF9 73714 .......................... $15.00

FROST GIANT RAVAGER (1 FIG)
GF9 71115 ................................$40.00

ICE TROLL (1 FIG)
GF9 71116 ................................$15.00

ICE WITCH (1 FIG)
GF9 71118 ................................$10.00

NOT FINAL ART
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DV GIOCHI

DECKSCAPE: ESCAPE  
FROM ALCATRAZ
In Deckscape: Escape from 
Alcatraz players can choose 
to free (or not!) other prisoners 
in exchange for help but is this 
morally right? And can you 
really trust these hardened 
crooks? Each game of the series 
is played using a deck of extra-
large cards representing puzzles 
(with a solution on the flip side), 
items needed to solve the puzzles, 
or clues to the game’s story. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
DVG 5721 ..................... $14.90

DECKTECTIVE: THE GAZE  
OF THE GHOST
Decktective: The Gaze of the Ghost 
is set in a Scottish museum: the 
guard reports the disappearance 
of the cleaning lady under 
mysterious circumstances. Is the 
building haunted by a ghost? In the 
Decktective series, the players play 
a team of detectives, dealing with 
the resolution of a mysterious case. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2020.
DVG 5720 ..................... $14.90

HONEY BUZZ
Honey Buzz is a ‘worker bee’ placement game 
where you’ll expand your own beehive, forage 
for nectar and pollen, make different varieties 
of honey, and sell your honey at the bear 
market. But there’s only so much nectar to go 
around, and finding the right combinations to 
fulfill the woodland creatures’ wants - as well 
as the queen’s orders - will keep you buzzing! 
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
ECG 012 ........................................$45.00

HONEY BUZZ: DELUXE UPGRADE
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
ECG 014 .............................................. $30.00

ELF CREEK GAMES
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OYAMINARTOK (1 FIG)
GF9 71124 ................................$40.00

SNOWY OWLBEAR (1 FIG)
GF9 71122 ................................$20.00

TEKELI-LI (1 FIG)
GF9 71121 ................................$10.00

WINTER WOLF & BARBARIAN  
(2 FIGS)
GF9 71119 ................................$15.00

YETI (1 FIG)
GF9 71117 ................................$15.00

XARDOROK SUNBLIGHT (1 FIG)
GF9 71125 ................................$10.00

ICE CAVERNS 3D TERRAIN SET 
(X10 PIECES)
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
GF9 72800 ................................$40.00

ICE CAVERNS MAP (30” X 20”)
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
GF9 72799 ........................................ PI

WORLD OF TANKS: 
MINIATURES GAME

Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

AMERICAN UPGRADE PACK  
DICE (6) & DECAL (1)
GF9 WOT11 ................................$6.00

AMERICAN M4A1  
75MM SHERMAN
GF9 WOT07 ..............................$12.00
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GF9 WOT14 ...................................... PI

BRITISH CROMWELL
GF9 WOT09 ..............................$12.00
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HALFSIES DICE - UPGRADED CASES  
(7 POLYHEDRAL DICE SET)
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

EARTH ELEMENTAL
GKG H536 .................................$13.95

FUNFAIR
Can you build the best theme park in town? Build 
an exciting mix of attractions, upgrades and staff 
in your very own theme park. Build to match secret 
blueprints and public awards for extra points. Explore 
combinations to give you the edge, and maximize 
your parks strategy for the win! Perfect for families or 
light to medium strategy gamers who want to build the 
best theme park in an hour or less. Scheduled to ship 
in December 2020.
GOP 010 ................................................... $39.99

ORIGINAL ADVENTURES  
REINCARNATED #5: CASTLE AMBER
They fled from the far-flung land of Averoigne: the 
Amber family, a bloodline of wizards and warriors 
persecuted for their dark sorcery and occult crimes. 
In their new world, they built a lavish manor for 
themselves, the fabulous Castle Amber. For a time, the 
Ambers flourished, their magical and military might 
having little equal. Then, however, jealousy and murder 
struck the heart of the family and the Curse of Stephen 
Amber descended upon the castle like a fell and heavy 
hand. Now, the Ambers dwell beyond space and time, 
imprisoned with their monstrously transformed servants 
and suffering under the familys dead patriarchs death-
sent doom. Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
GMG 50005 ................................................$49.99

THE HEIR 
GKG H239 .................................$13.95

RARE ROSES
Featuring the artwork of renowned fantasy 
artist Nene Thomas, Rare Roses is an 
interactive market game where players 
purchase roses from a randomly drawn 
Rare Rose market to fill orders for money. 
Roses age and die creating a fluid market 
and high player interaction buying and 
selling with each other.
GGL CS-RR01 .............................$30.00

BRITISH UPGRADE  
PACK DICE (6) & DECAL (1)
GF9 WOT13 .......................................... $6.00

GERMAN UPGRADE PACK  
DICE (6) & DECAL (1)
GF9 WOT10 ................................$6.00

GERMAN PANZER IV H
GF9 WOT06 ..............................$12.00

SOVIET T-34
GF9 WOT08 ..............................$12.00

SOVIET UPGRADE PACK DICE (6) 
& DECAL (1)
GF9 WOT12 ................................$6.00

TOKEN SET (25)
GF9 WOT32 ................................................................................................. $12.00

GATEKEEPER GAMES

GOOD GAMES PUBLISHING

GOODMAN GAMES

GRAND GAMERS GUILD

KODAMA FOREST
In Kodama Forest, players are caretakers 
of the barren forest floor. Players must work 
together with their neighbors to cover as 
much of the bare ground as possible. Each 
turn players will have three tiles of various 
sizes and shapes to choose from. Players will 
simultaneously play one tile on the board on 
their left and one on the board on their right. 
If you complete a flower, pond, or bamboo, 
you will get a bonus tile of a butterfly, frog, 
or panda that will cover more of your 
board. The player with the lowest number 
of uncovered squares on the boards on their 
left and right wins the game. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2020.
IBC KODF1 .................................$35.00

SCAPE GOAT
You’re part of an internationally renowned 
group of billy goat criminal masterminds, 
and you’ve just pulled off your greatest 
caper yet. Stealing the coveted golden hoof 
right out of the most secure bank vault in 
Barn City. Someone’s got to take the fall for 
it, just make sure it’s not you. In Scape Goat, 
everyone at the table is trying to pin a crime 
on the same player, all while that player has 
no idea they’re taking the fall. The twist? 
That player could be anyone! Trade cards, 
make deductions, and figure out if you’re 
the scapegoat before the cops come after 
you! Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
IBC SCG01 .................................$20.00

SHERLOCK FILES: VOL. II - 
CURIOUS CAPERS
Are you a modern mastermind detective? 
The Sherlock Files: Curious Capers includes 
three new confounding cases for you to 
solve. First, you will investigate the family, 
friends, and business partners of a freshly 
deceased don. Next, you will uncover how 
a group of devious jewel thieves and their 
loot vanished into thin air. Finally, you will 
discover the truth behind a disastrous 
laboratory fire. Decipher clues to determine 
which are relevant to the case and which are 
not. Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
IBC SFCC001..............................$25.00

INDIE BOARDS & CARDS

AEON’S END DBG: OUTCASTS
Aeons End: Outcasts continues the 
Expedition system that was introduced 
in Aeons End: New Age, which allows 
players to replay all of the content 
they own in a short campaign format. 
After each game, players will receive 
new treasures and player cards that 
allow them to become more powerful. 
However, the nemeses that players will 
face grow stronger and stronger with 
each battle.
IBC AEOUT01 ....................... $60.00
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PARKS MEMORIES: MOUNTAINEER
PARKS Memories is a strategic matching 
game for two or more players offering 
simple and flexible gameplay. Parks are 
represented in tiles laid out in a grid across 
the table face down. Gameplay includes four 
simple steps: reveal two tiles; choose one of 
the revealed tiles and place it in front of you; 
add a new tile to the board; lock one of the 
tiles with the hiker token. Gameplay passes 
from person to person until one player or 
team has collected three sets of matching 
park tiles in front of them. Memories captures 
a depth of strategy in player abilities which 
can be activated by finding matches of 
PARKS resource icons when you reveal tiles.
KYM 06MT ....................................$24.99

PARKS: NIGHTFALL EXPANSION
Welcome to PARKS Expansion: Nightfall. 
In Nightfall, you’ll find new Park Cards 
featuring new rewards and all new artwork 
from the Fifty-Nine Parks Print Series, 
including the 17 parks not represented 
in the base game. This expansion also 
includes new Year Cards and Bonus 
Scoring opportunities, and you’ll get to 
experience the trail in a brand new way 
with the new Camping mechanic. 
KYM 05X01 ................................$24.99

GOBLIN TEETH
Goblin Teeth is a dice-bidding game for 2-5 goblins. 
Roll dice, bid for items, and be the first to bring the 
perfect offering to Goblin Big Boss! Each turn, either 
play a die onto an item or sacrifice it to the altar. 
Sacrificed dice gain you valuable Cheat cards, 
which allow unique, sneaky actions. Dice played 
to items must obey two simple rules: you may not 
tie with another player (goblins hate ties; they never 
wear them) and the sum of your dice cannot be more 
than ten (which is as high as goblins count). At the 
end of the round, claim your shiny loot. If you have 
everything Big Boss needs, you win!
JBG 5561101 ........................................ $19.95

JABBERWOCKY
5 games in 1 box! Use 18 gorgeous cards and 
24 gems to play five completely different games: 
Bandersnatch: A solo puzzle game. Borogoves: 
A 1-2 player asymmetrical map-making game. 
Gyre: A 2-3 player area control game. Mimsy: A 
2-3 player mancala game. Slithy: A 3-7 player 
negotiation game.
JBG 556901 .......................................... $19.95

FOSSILIS
In Fossilis, 2 to 5 players become paleontologists 
working the dig site with shovels, whisk brooms, 
and chisels looking for a find that could make 
their career. Each round, players get two actions 
to dig at the site or make an extraction. Fossilis 
features a unique 3D dig site board, with 
recessed pockets filled with dinosaur bones, 
and thick, chunky terrain tiles that cover the dig 
site. Players have to use strategy, timing, and 
a little bit of luck if they want to make the best 
discoveries, get their name in all the paleontology 
journals, and of course, win the game.
KTG 6001 ........................................... $45.00

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.

MYTHIC D6: TERRA OBLIVION
In the distant future, humanity leaves a dying 
Earth behind to find a better home. When 
the pristine world of Terra is found, it soon 
becomes evident that humanity has learned 
nothing from their past. The colonists soon 
discover things are different here: the world is 
alive and taking resources requires something 
to be given in return. This time, humanity is 
literally killing the planet. Recognizing the 
world is dying, heroes from all walks of life 
band together to safeguard the world from 
humanity’s voracious appetite for consumption. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
KHP 038 ........................................... $29.95

IMPORT/EXPORT
At its heart, Import/Export is a role selection game 
with a passive and active economy driven by player 
decisions. You have the power to gain over 170 unique 
powers by exporting shipments of goods, specializing 
into a varied tech tree, and building your own game 
engine that will be completely unique to each play! The 
end goal of the game is to have the most credits, but 
every action will count on the journey there! Scheduled 
to ship in September 2020.
JDG IMEX .....................................................$50.00

TOME OF BEASTS II - LAIRS
Tome of Beasts 2 Lairs brings you 14 
standalone, single-map adventures for the 5th 
edition of the worlds first roleplaying game. 
Each adventure features new monsters from 
the Tome of Beasts 2! Some adventures also 
feature monsters from the first Tome of Beasts 
and the Creature Codex, and all three books 
are required for maximum playability. 
PZO KOBBOL2 ................................. $24.99

JELLYBEAN GAMES

JORDAN DRAPER GAMES

KEYMASTER GAMES

KHEPERA PUBLISHING

KIDS TABLE BOARDGAMES

KOBOLD PRESS

TOME OF BEASTS II HARDCOVER
A huge monstrous compendium expanding the 
enemies, villains, and horrors for 5th Edition 
D&D gameplay. 
PZO KOBTOB2 .................................$49.99

TOME OF BEASTS II PAWNS
Over 300 pawns for your 5th Edition 
game featuring ferocious new 
monsters from the Tome of Beasts 2 
- from Small to Huge! 
PZO KOBTOB2-PAWNS .......$34.99
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KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

YU-GI-OH! TCG: PHANTOM RAGE BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)
Phantom Rage doesnt just remaster popular themes from the past, it unites them as 
well. You can find new Phantom Knight and Raidraptor cards, but you can also find 
new cards that are Phantom Knights AND Raidraptors! You can play these cards in 
their own Decks, but you can also create your own hybrid Deck that takes the best 
of each theme to max out your Xyz Summoning power. NOTE: This item is sold to 
retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85083 .............................................................................................$95.76

YU-GI-OH! TCG: SPEED DUEL BOX
Relive the fierce competition of the epic Battle City tournament with your friends, in the 
Speed Duel Box! Designed to allow up to 8 players to jump into their own dynamic 
tournament experience, the Speed Duel Box includes a static pool of 200 cards to 
construct various popular strategies from, 193 of which are brand-new to Speed 
Dueling! Whether you prefer to keep the strategies together, or draft the card pool 
between your friends, you decide how you want to play!
KON 85143 .............................................................................................$29.99

YU-GI-OH! TCG: SPIRIT CHARMERS 
STRUCTURE DECK DISPLAY (8)
Structure Deck: Spirit Charmers focuses on 
Spellcasters and controlling monsters of many 
Attributes. Basic Charmers can steal away monsters 
that match their Attribute, and if you control even one 
Charmer, you can fill the field with familiars! Buff 
the whole team with Awakening of the Possessed 
then back up your monsters with powerful Spiritual 
Art cards that let you remove the best card from 
your opponents hand, bury any card they control 
to the bottom of the Deck, inflict massive damage, 
and more! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85121 ..............................................$79.92
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DOLORES MALEPHAISE CAL
Doloress wide-reaching attacks combine 
with the frightful power of the Wings of 
Malephaise, which allow her to move 
quickly around the board. Though her 
ranges are limited, her superior mobility 
and disruptive potential allow her to 
create deadly situations for her opponents. 
Confound and corner your opponents to 
strike them down! 
L99 BCP12 ...................................$9.99

ELIZA
Eliza’s genres provide her with a wide 
variety of powerful, optional effects, which 
she can use to customize her attacks. By 
avoiding foes, she is able to recover these 
cards. Make use of your superior flexibility 
and choose your opportunities carefully to 
outfox your foes!
L99 BCP06 ...................................$9.99

LUCIUS
Luciuss shackles hide secret power, but 
he must strike foes to break them. With 
each successful attack, he comes closer 
to reaching his full potential. With all 
the shackles broken, he becomes a force 
to be reckoned with! Break your chains 
and unleash your full power to overcome  
any enemy!
L99 BCP08 ...................................$9.99

ORIAX
Oriax’s deity cards grant small boons 
when first invoked, and then more 
powerful boons after they begin to run 
out. These devastating effects are limited, 
however, and Oriax must be careful not 
to invoke their power too freely or lightly. 
Call down dark miracles to gain godlike 
power and obliterate your enemies! 
L99 BCP15 ...................................$9.99

EVIL HIKARU
Evil Hikarus evil elements grant him 
powers which debilitate and disrupt his 
opponents. His attacks grow stronger 
as he sheds these elements, and he must 
use his styles carefully to avoid regaining 
them. Use your evil elements to disrupt and 
corrupt foes, then destroy them with your 
superior strength!
L99 BCP07 ...................................$9.99

CLAUS & WYNDHAL
Claus and Wyndhal fight as they move, 
slamming into opponents with the force 
of a storm and knocking them away. 
This disruption, combined with their high 
mobility, makes it difficult for foes to target 
you with their best attacks. Knock your 
enemies out of the park with strategic 
movements and attacks!
L99 BCP05 ...................................$9.99

RHEYE CAL
Rheye’s talismans act as traps, locking 
up portions of the board or forcing her 
opponents to activate their game-changing 
effects. Though these traps are limited, just 
a few of them can turn the tide of a battle.
Intimidate opponents as you strike from 
afar, wielding divine, binding magic to 
smite your foes! 
L99 BCP10 ...................................$9.99

TAKESHI
Takeshi wields a bizarre arsenal of 
weapons, and is always changing this 
abilities. Adapt your strategy to find the 
strength of each weapon, or just throw 
them at the opponent for critical damage. 
Be careful though, your supply of weapons 
is limited! Utilize changing weapons to 
discover the opponents weakness and 
break through their defenses!
L99 BCP09 ...................................$9.99

VICTOR
Victor’s suggestions help him to control 
opponents, threatening dangerous 
disadvantages if they violate his commands. 
The opponent can only afford to break so 
many suggestions during a fight, so look 
for ways to force their hand or put them in 
an awkward position. Terrorize opponents 
with your suggestions, or punish those 
foolish enough to defy them! 
L99 BCP13 ...................................$9.99

THE COURT OF MIRACLES
In The Court of Miracles, players will lead a 
guild of beggars, scheme with sinister plots, 
and use trickery to build their renown all in 
an attempt to take over 16th century Paris. 
The first player to place all of their Renown 
tokens is the winner. Players use worker 
placement and area influence to vie for 
control of neighborhoods, leading inevitably 
to standoffs where Renown can be won or 
lost. Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
LKY COM-R01-EN ......................$39.99

LUCKY DUCK GAMES

ANATH ADRUSTEIA
Anath utilizes four different stances, the 
aspects of Havoc, to unleash her wrath 
upon foes. Each stance provides incredible 
boons, but also large weaknesses. Choose 
wisely to press your advantages or force 
your opponent to change tactics. Select 
the right aspects to utterly overpower and 
destroy your foes! 
L99 BCP04 ...................................$9.99

ANDRUS DOCHARTAIGH CAL
Andrus fights with two swords, each of 
which gains a special kind of charge that 
can boost his attacks. These recharge over 
time, so Andrus must choose when to 
exert each burst of power for maximum 
effect. Draw your blades and strike out to 
overwhelm your rivals defenses! 
L99 BCP11 ...................................$9.99

BATTLECON SOLO FIGHTERS
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.

LEVEL 99 GAMES
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16MM STONE POLY  
OPALITE DICE SET (7)
MET 102 ....................................$49.99

CHRONICLES OF CRIME: 1400
It is the year 1400. You are Abelard Lavel, a knight 
sworn to King Charles VI the Beloved. You live in 
the city of Paris in a family mansion not far from 
the famous Notre Dame Cathedral. Since you 
were a child, you had strange, prophetic dreams 
in which you saw violent scenes of past crimes or 
even ones yet to be committed. The new Chronicles 
of Crime: 1400 standalone game brings back 
well-known mechanics from the Chronicles of 
Crime original game, strengthening the successful 
brand and adding engaging features to excite 
both new and experienced gamers. Scheduled to 
ship in October 2020.
LKY CCM-R01-EN .................................. $29.99

POUND OF ASSORTED  
PREMIUM RESIN DICE
MET 101 ....................................$44.99

METALLIC DICE GAMES

MANTIC ENTERTAINMENT

TERRAINCRATE: GM’S DUNGEON STARTER SET
Contains 69 Terrain Crate pieces, 10 hard plastic doors, 4 Plastic Hero models, 18 
Monster models, 1 HUGE DRAGON. Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
MGE MGTC0102 ......................................................................................$99.99

STAR TREK ADVENTURES: 
KLINGON EMPIRE
The Klingon Empire Core Rulebook for 
the Star Trek Adventures Roleplaying 
Game takes you to the Final Frontier of 
the Galaxy, where new worlds and new 
civilizations await bold Klingon warriors 
hungry for glory and honor. Your duties 
may take you to the edges of known 
space, to Klingon colonies in need, to the 
borders of neighboring galactic powers, 
or into the eye of interstellar phenomena. 
Your warship and crew represent the 
best-trained and most honorable of 
Klingon warriors, and your cunning and 
abilities are needed now more than ever. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
CORE BOOK
MUH 051071 .............................$55.00
COLLECTOR’S EDITION
MUH 052096 ...........................$100.00

MODIPHIUS
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CHEDDAR GOBLIN 252 PIECE 
TWO-SIDED PUZZLE
This double-sided puzzle, measuring 
roughly 11x16”, features the pasta-
vomitting creature that captured the 
hearts of horror fans worldwide in the 
2018 psychedelic revenge thriller Mandy, 
starring Nicholas Cage. Now, for the first 
time, the actual packaging featured in the 
film is replicated to contain this puzzle 
brought to you by Mondo Games. The front 
of this puzzle features a behind-the-scenes 
snapshot of the famous scene from the 
film, while the reverse-side image offers a 
mouth-watering challenge for the enthusiast 
seeking a more advanced challenge. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
MNG PZAD-CG001 ....................$13.00

TREACHEROUS TRAPS
Treacherous Traps is an incredible resource 
for game masters looking to get more out 
of their dungeon design. Contained within 
are over 250 pre-built traps ranging in 
level and lethality, so that you can always 
find the perfect trap to challenge your 
players. Also included is a random trap 
generator, consisting of 50 trap triggers 
and 50 trap effects that, when combined, 
create up to 2,500 different combinations. 
NRG 2103 .................................$40.00

TREACHEROUS TRAP DECK
You Hear A Click... Save time while prepping 
or grab traps on the fly! Inside you’ll find 
50 premade trap cards to challenge your 
parties, ranging from minor setbacks to 
deadly threats.

CR 1-4 NRG 1018 ......................................................................................... $15.00
CR 5-8 NRG 1019 ......................................................................................... $15.00
CR 9-12 NRG 1020 ....................................................................................... $15.00
CR 13-16 NRG 1021 ..................................................................................... $15.00
CR 17-20 NRG 1022 ..................................................................................... $15.00

UNMATCHED: BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER
MNG UMBVS001 .......................................................................................... $50.00

RANDOM TRAP GENERATOR DECK
Easily generate ideas for your own traps! 
This 100 card deck contains 50 triggers 
and 50 effects. Pull one of each and create 
a unique trap every time, which you can 
flavor and adjust as you see fit.
NRG 1023 .................................$15.00

ULTIMATE BESTIARY:  
THE DREADED ACCURSED
The Accursed Linger... These 90 cards 
contain the essential information needed 
to use the monsters presented in Nord 
Games’ Ultimate Bestiary: The Dreaded 
Accursed at a glance. 
REFERENCE DECK 1
NRG 1073 .................................$15.00
REFERENCE DECK 2
NRG 1074 .................................$15.00

INSIDER: BLACK
While trying to find the correct answer to 
the quiz you also need to be on the look 
out for the insider that is manipulating 
the game from behind the scenes. Some 
tricky new elements have been added to 
insider such as, more difficult theme cards, 
the new ‘follower’ role, and some ‘off-
limits question’ cards. You can play with 
this version only. In addition, you can also 
add this version together with the original 
game, Insider, and play with up to 11 
people in a team battle.
ONK INSB ..................................$23.00

U.S. NATIONAL PARKS MAP 
1000 PIECE PUZZLE
We’re thrilled to offer fans a second 
chance at owning one of our favorites in 
the form of a premium 1000-piece puzzle! 
The versatile nature of puzzles make 
them a perfect centerpiece for both social 
gatherings or dedicated solo practice, and 
are as useful as a relaxation tool as they 
are good for our brains. There is nothing 
quite as satisfying as placing that last 
piece; especially when the finished product 
is so worthy of display.
MNG PZ59P-001 ........................$20.00

ULTIMATE BESTIARY:  
THE DREADED ACCURSED
Beyond the reach of death, perverse and profane, they 
watch, and wait, and grow hungry. Ultimate Bestiary: The 
Dreaded Accursed presents a variety of the classic undead 
and cursed creatures, including ghosts, ghouls, liches, 
lycanthropes and vampires, fleshing out their origins, habits 
and habitats, and introducing a wealth of stat blocks to 
challenge your players from level one to the end of their 
adventuring careers. So search for them if you must, but 
beware, for far worse fates than death await.
NRG 2002 .................................................... $40.00

SPECTACULAR SETTLEMENTS
Spectacular Settlements will help you create all manner of 
places to populate the worlds in which you play, be they 
existing settings, or your very own. Inside, youll find easy-
to-use settlement builder chapters, interesting NPCs, and 
a wide variety of other useful tables. For GMs in a hurry, 
64 fully-realized pregenerated settlements, each with their 
own unique artwork and full color map, are ready to be 
slotted in to any game world in seconds. With the help of 
this book, realize the places that have been locked within 
your imagination!
NRG 2105 ........................................................$50.00

FROSTGRAVE: WIZARD EYE -  
THE ART OF FROSTGRAVE
A lavishly presented collection and 
celebration of the artwork of Frostgrave 
by Dmitry and Kate Burmak, complete 
with concept sketches and commentary 
from the creators. Even before the original 
Frostgrave rulebook landed in players’ 
hands, its artwork, previewed in the run-up 
to release, attracted widespread attention 
and acclaim. With behind-the-scenes 
content, including concepts, sketches, 
work-in-progress shots, and commentary 
from the creators, this lavish volume 
features all the artwork produced for 
Frostgrave - from the rulebook that started 
it all to the Perilous Dark supplement.
OSP 837462 ..............................$40.00

MONDO GAMES

NORD GAMES

OINK GAMES OSPREY GAMES
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PATHFINDER RPG:  
ADVANCED PLAYER’S GUIDE - 
SPELL DECK (P2)
Expand the array of magic at 
your fingertips with the Pathfinder 
Advanced Players Guide Spell 
Deck! This must-have accessory 
for spellcasting characters contains 
more than 150 spell reference cards, 
containing the spells from every 
tradition and all focus spells from the 

Pathfinder Advanced Players Guide in one place, giving you immediate access to key 
game details without flipping pages. Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
PZO 2221 ..................................................................................................... $24.99

OATHMARK: OATHBREAKERS
This supplement for Oathmark: Battles 
of the Lost Age introduces the forces of 
the dead to the game. Some armies will 
use dark magic to summon the souls 
and corpses of traitors from the past, 
while others will recall the spirits of loyal 
warriors that gave their lives and willingly 
fight again. This book also includes 
expanded rules for characters, which 
allow you to chart their progress from 
battle-to-battle, and watch as they grow 
in rank, responsibility, and power. All of 
these rules are then incorporated into a 
campaign featuring new scenarios that 
together tell of an epic war for survival.
OSP OAK003 .............................$25.00

THOSE DARK PLACES
A science fiction roleplaying game of 
exploration, isolation, and survival in 
a dark and dangerous universe. Those 
Dark Places is a rules-light, story-focused 
roleplaying game about the darker side 
of space exploration and the people 
who travel the stars in claustrophobic, 
dangerous conditions. Starships, stations, 
and outposts arent havens of safety with 
clean, brightly lit corridors - they’re 
potential deathtraps, funded by budget-
conscious corporate interests and running 
on stale, recycled air and water. The stars 
may be the future of humanity, but they are 
also home to horrors and terror the human 
mind cannot comprehend.
OSPRPG010 ...............................$25.00

PATHFINDER RPG:  
ADVENTURE PATH - AGENTS  
OF EDGEWATCH PART 5 -  
BELLY OF THE BLACK WHALE (P2)
The Agents of Edgewatch Adventure Path 
continues! Having been betrayed by their 
confidants and stripped of their badges, 
the Edgewatch agents must perform a 
daring prison break to spring the wrongly 
incarcerated primarch. Old enemies 
become new friends as the heroes work 
for an infamous underworld crime lord 
in order to prove their fealty and receive 
blueprints to the enchanted prison galley 
known as the Black Whale. Scheduled to 
ship in November 2020.
PZO 90161 ................................$24.99

STARFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE 
PATH - FLY FREE OR DIE PART 1 - 
WE’RE NO HEROES
In this thrilling kick-off to the new Fly Free 
or Die Starfinder Adventure Path, a crew of 
scoundrels, rogues, and misfits finds it hard 
to survive in a galaxy where everyone has 
a price. Targeted by a crime boss and his 
army of enforcers, preyed upon by faceless 
mega-corporations, and hounded by rivals, 
the crew of the Free Trader Oliphaunt line 
up the big score that will at last make 
them rich beyond their wildest dreams. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
PZO 7234 ..................................$22.99

STARFINDER RPG:  
ALIEN ARCHIVE 4 HARDCOVER
Battle, befriend, or become more than 
100 bizarre alien life forms in this all-
new creature collection for the Starfinder 
Roleplaying Game! Features several new 
aliens fully playable as player character 
races, making Alien Archive 4 a popular 
choice for players as well as Game Masters! 
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
PZO 7115 ..................................$39.99

PATHFINDER RPG:  
BEGINNER BOX (P2)
Take the first step into an amazing world of 
fantasy adventure! The Pathfinder Beginner 
Box contains everything you need to learn 
how to play the Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game, including rules to create your own 
fantasy hero and tools to make your own 
amazing stories. Scheduled to ship in 
November 2020.
PZO 2106 ..................................$39.99

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT - 
TROUBLES IN OTARI (P2)
Bring the exciting adventures of the 
Troubles in Otari Pathfinder Adventure 
anthology to life on your tabletop with 
this double-sided full-color Flip-Mat 
featuring key encounter locations from 
the Pathfinder Second Edition adventure, 
Troubles in Otari, on either side! One side 
depicts a mostly abandoned fish camp 
and the other side shows a sinister and 
monster-filled dungeon, both prominent 
locations in the adventure! Scheduled to 
ship in November 2020.
PZO 30110 ................................$14.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE - 
TROUBLES IN OTARI (P2)
Onward to adventure! This exciting 
adventure anthology expands the realm 
beyond the hometown introduced in 
the Pathfinder Beginner Box and brings 
thrilling new dangers to the heroes 
doorstep! Designed for use with the rules 
in the Pathfinder Beginner Box and the 
perfect bridge to the exciting options of 
the full Pathfinder Core Rulebook, these 
adventures take your heroes to 4th level 
and beyond as they venture further into the 
nearby wilderness and face fearsome foes 
lurking all too close to home! Scheduled to 
ship in November 2020.
PZO 9558 ..................................$22.99

STARFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT - 
TRANSPORT HUB
Whether the heroes are trying to flag 
down a robo-taxi for a night on the town 
or hopping a grav-train to the next city 
over, no Game Master wants to spend time 
drawing every ticket kiosk and waiting 
room bench. Fortunately, with Paizo’s 
latest Starfinder Flip-Mat, you don’t have 
to! Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
PZO 7322 ..................................$14.99

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-TILES - 
WILDERNESS STARTER SET
What do you do when the heroes get lost 
in the woods or decide to head off-road 
to seek adventures? With the Pathfinder 
Flip-Tiles: Wilderness Starter Set, we’ve 
got you covered! This set features 42 
full-color 6 x 6-inch map tiles, with all 
manner of wilderness tangles and terrains 
to explore, both sides stunningly crafted 
by cartographer Jason A. Engle. These 
exciting new tiles put an endless wildland 
at your fingertips! Scheduled to ship in 
November 2020.
PZO 4088 ..................................$34.99

PAIZO PUBLISHING
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BURGER ACADEMY
Some people think flipping burgers is pretty easy. 
But can you flip this burger? Burger Academy will 
have you schooling your friends when you compete 
to see who can plan out their movements to flip the 
burger to match the image you are given. Use your 
bid cards to see who can do it in the fewest moves! 
But don’t bluff! The person who bids the fewest moves 
has to attempt to flip the burger! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2020.
UPI 10200 .......................................................... PI

COSMIC COWS
It’s time for the Annual Extraterrestrial Cow-Pulling 
Contest, and aliens from all over the galaxy have 
come to watch the event! Go head to head with 
your cross-cosmos rival to see who can abduct 
three Cosmic Cows first! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2020.
UPI 10185 .....................................................PI

KILLER BUNNIES QUEST: LITE
You’ve seen Blue, Yellow, Red, Violet, 
and so many other colors, flavors and 
things, but this is where it all begins. After 
over 15 years of booster sets, this new 
set will reintroduce you to the world of 
Killer Bunnies. Simpler mechanics, new 
references, and the same great sense of 
humor you have come to know and love. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
UPI 40000 ............................................ PI

LOOKSEE
LookSee is a fast-paced family game fun 
for adults and children alike. Roll the 
dice, figure out the missing number and 
color, then race the other players to find 
the missing object on a card! You find it, 
you grab it! Then roll again in this exciting 
visual perception game! Scheduled to ship 
in September 2020.
UPI 18440 .......................................... PI

DAD JOKE: FACE OFF V2
Get ready for the game with the best worst jokes you’ve 
ever heard! Inspired by the hit internet sensation, we 
bring you the party game that will make any game 
night a laugh riot: Dad Joke Face-Off. We’ve all 
groaned or rolled our eyes after hearing ‘dad jokes’ 
before, but, when the pressure is on, can you stop 
yourself from laughing or even cracking a smile? 
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
UPI 66901 ..........................................................PI

GEEK OUT! 00’S EDITION
Geek Out! 00’s Edition will have you and your friends 
geeking out and feeling nostalgic about your favorite 
decade! Outbid your opponents to prove who knows 
the most about all things 00’s! Are you ready for this 
dope new edition? Woot woot! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2020.
UPI PLE62000 ........................................................ PI

DAD JOKE: FACE OFF - AFTER DARK
Dad Joke Face-Off After Dark is a ‘not-safe-for-work’ 
follow up to the popular game, Dad Joke Face-Off! In 
Dad Joke Face-Off After Dark, players sit face to face 
and take turns telling jokes. Read a Dad Joke off of your 
card and do so WITHOUT SMILING OR LAUGHING, 
while trying to get your opponent to crack. Sounds 
pretty simple? Don’t take our word for it, get your 
friends together for a grown-up game night and see who 
laughs... or doesn’t laugh the most! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2020.
UPI 66969 ............................................................... PI

THE ZORRO DICE GAME:  
HEROES AND VILLAINS EXPANSION
More villains and scoundrels have crept into your 
village and you’ll need to stop them to prove you 
deserve to be the next Zorro! You’ll have some 
help though, as up to 8 potential Zorros can battle 
them back or you can take them on yourself in a 
challenging and addicting solo mode. You’ll also 
have access to exciting new Equipment to combo 
with your existing gear to give you the edge you 
need to be victorious and prove the mantle of 
Zorro deserves to be yours!
OWG 1011 ..........................................$14.99

JURASSIC SNACK
The young Diplodocus (Diplos) are fond of 
the delicious leaves that can be found in the 
surrounding meadows. To win, your Diplos team 
will have to eat more leaves that the opposing 
team... unless you choose to use the ferocious T. 
Rex to eliminate all Dinos opposing the meadow! 
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
UPI 74300 .....................................................PI

PLAYROOM ENTERTAINMENT

POKÉMON COMPANY INTERNATIONAL

POKÉMON TCG: ETERNATUS 
VMAX PREMIUM COLLECTION
Stories say the Legendary Pokémon 
Eternatus is the power behind the 
Dynamax phenomenon in the Galar 
region - and now all that power is 
contained in one place! This premium 
collection brings you both Eternatus V 
and Eternatus VMAX as playable foil 
cards, an oversize card that shows off 
this Legendary Pokémon in its unique 
Eternamax form, a collector’s pin, 
anda handful of Pokémon TCG booster 
packs to expand your collection.
PUI 80805 ............................ $24.00

POKÉMON TCG: V POWERS TIN
More Pokémon V are here! Choose the 
gigantic crushing strength of Eternatus 
V, the peerless courage of Pikachu 
V, or the loyal heart of Eevee V in 
the Pokémon Trading Card Game: V 
Powers Tin. Each of these fantastic tins 
contains a poweful Pokémon V, with the 
spirit and will to overcome, outfight, 
and win it all in your next Pokémon 
battle! Contains 1 of 3 foil Pokémon V: 
Eternatus V, Pikachu V or Eevee V and 
5 Pokémon TCG booster packs.
PUI 80739 ............................ $15.00

PULL THE PIN GAMES
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RPG DICE SET (7): 
GLOWWORMS

Each set contains an extra  
glow-in-the-dark D20!

GODTEAR: KEERA,  
THE DRAGON PRINCESS
On the outside, Keera is the essence of 
nobility. But on the inside, an untameable 
fire burns. Enemies are advised to tread 
lightly, for it is uncertain who they should 
fear more - the fiery mistress, or her 
mythical dragons.
SFL GT-20 ........................................... PI

KITTEN D6 DICE SET -  
NEW COLORS
Featuring the adorable artwork of Katie 
Cook, this set of twelve 16mm six-sided 
dice brings mischievous kittens to your 
favorite game! They’ll appeal to gamer 
people and kitty people and everyone in 
between! Everyone needs more dice. Just 
be careful when you take these cute kitty 
and paw print dice to your next gaming 
session; the other cat fanatics at the table 
may try to knock the dice to the floor and 
keep them for their own dice collection. 
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
SJG 5933BNEW .........................$13.95

KITTEN ADVENTURERS: 500 PIECE PUZZLE
An evil wizard has cast a spell on Katie Cook’s 
incredible Dungeon Survival Pack: Kitten 
Adventurers artwork, shattering the illustrations into 
500 pieces. Only you can reassemble them and 
help the kitties return to the dungeon and continue 
their adventure!
SJG 5960 ................................................... $19.95

MUNCHKIN: MUNCHKIN DICE BAG
We all know that gamers love buying more dice. And we all know that gamers need 
places to store their new dice. When those gamers are Munchkin fans, what better option 
is there than a Munchkin Dice Bag? These 7 bags are perfect for anyone who loves 
Munchkin, with classic art on the outside and satin lining on the inside. Store it with your 
Munchkin games or your dice or both!
SJG 5216 ...................................................................................................... $11.95

PENDULUM
In Pendulum, each player is a powerful, 
unique noble vying to succeed the 
Timeless King as the true ruler of Dnya. 
Players command their workers, execute 
stratagems, and expand the provinces in 
their domain in real time to gain resources 
and move up the 4 victory tracks: power, 
prestige, popularity, and legendary 
achievement. Players must use actual time 
as a resource in managing their strategy 
to best their opponents, using time on 
different action types and balancing it with 
time spent planning and analyzing. The 
winner will be the player who manages 
and invests their time most effectively and 
who builds the best engine, not the player 
who acts the quickest. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2020.
STM TBA ............................................ PI

SIRIUS DICE

FROSTED
SDZ 0006-02 ....................... $10.00

LOTUS
SDZ 0006-01 ....................... $10.00

PEACOCK
SDZ 0006-03 ....................... $10.00

STEAMFORGED GAMES

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

STONEMAIER GAMES

HAVEN: SECOND EDITION
The mystical forest has been home and 
haven to beasts, spirits, and forgotten 
gods for thousands of years. While the 
Forest Guardian slumbers, a nearby 
human village has grown into a city, a 
monster of iron and furnaces, hungry 
for the resources of the forest. Can the 
forest creatures discover enough potent 
lore to defend their ancient home from 
the ravenous city? Or will the city use 
this lore to power their machines and 
turn the forest against itself? The battle 
for HAVEN begins! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2020.
RVM 019NEW ...........................$24.95

SLEEPING GODS
In Sleeping Gods, you and up to 3 friends 
become Captain Sofi Odessa and her 
crew, lost in a strange world in 1929 on 
your steamship, the Manticore. You must 
work together to survive, exploring exotic 
islands, meeting new characters, and 
seeking out the totems of the gods so that 
you can return home.
RVM 023....................................$84.99

SLEEPING GODS: TIDE OF RUIN
The Wandering Sea is vast, filled with 
hidden treasures and lost totems. To the 
far south lies Zokmere, the sanctuary city, 
where hundreds of splintered houses cling 
to the jungle hills in a turquoise bay. In the 
northeast, the gods hide the remains of 
a sprawling city, and the history of their 
malice. Ready your crew. New dangers 
and adventures await. Sleeping Gods: 
Tides of Ruin expands the world of Sleeping 
Gods with a second atlas, accompanying 
storybook, new adventure cards, enemies, 
events, and more. Seamlessly combine this 
expansion with the base game to make the 
world even larger. 
RVM 024....................................$44.99

RED RAVEN GAMES
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DIVVY DICE
Divvy Dice is an engaging game of luck 
and strategy. Players purchase cards as 
they go, and use the dice to earn bonuses 
and points off those cards. Everyone plays 
at the same time, because when the active 
player rolls the dice again, everyone else 
gets to use a die so players must be careful 
how much they reroll. Players must work to 
fill out boxes when its not their turn so that 
they can complete cards later on their turn.
SHG 6033 ..................................$25.00

PROFITEERS
Its 1861. The US is wracked by Civil War. 
Great issues are at stake: Slavery, States 
Rights, the preservation of the Union... but 
you dont care. As a British Profiteer your 
aim is to supply troops on each side and 
make as much money as possible. Build 
factories to produce troops and munitions. 
Influence the outcome of historic battles. 
Cash in your war bonds for maximum 
profit. The player who builds the biggest 
fortune wins the game. Scheduled to ship 
in November 2020.
SHG PRF01 ................................$24.99

STRONGHOLD GAMES

THAMES & KOSMOS

EXIT: THE CEMETERY  
OF THE KNIGHT
According to an old legend, a priceless red 
ruby is said to be hidden in the tomb of Sir 
Reginald Wreston and it can only be found 
when the moon is at just the right angle in 
the nights sky. The problem is, the moon is 
only ever at the right angle at midnight on 
a specific night once every 87 years! But 
guess what? Tonight is that night! Up until 
now the crypt has remained sealed, and 
over the course of centuries, no one has ever 
succeeded in opening it. Who knows what 
might happen tonight you think to yourself 
as you make your way into the darkness. 
Will you and your group of curious treasure 
hunters have what it takes to finally solve 
the mystery and uncover the coveted gem? 
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
TAK 692876 ..................................$14.95

EXIT: THE ENCHANTED FOREST
What you had planned to be a relaxing walk 
in the woods suddenly takes a very different 
turn. As you are walking over a bridge, it 
unexpectedly disappears behind you and 
you begin to encounter strange fairytale 
creatures and even stranger puzzles. What’s 
going on here and how are you ever going 
to find your way out of this forest again? 
Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
TAK 692875 .................................. $14.95

CASTLES & CRUSADES RPG: 
CODEX EGYPTIUM
Brian Young has delivered us the sixth in 
the Mythos Series, bringing to life the world 
of Ancient Egypt. From a history of that 
desert land, the mythologies surrounding 
its creation and the gods who carved it 
from the ether, to the realms they ruled 
and the monsters they commanded. More 
than that, Mr. Young explores the actual 
geopolitical and cultural world of Ancient 
Egypt allowing CKs to bring their players to 
another world, in another time! From Ra to 
Set, from temple to tomb, unlock the Gods 
of Ancient Egypt. Bring their otherworldly 
mythology to your gaming table. Includes 
Fold Out Poster of the Egyptian World, 
Charms, Spells and Chariot Rules. Bring 
the Ancient World to the table Scheduled to 
ship in October 2020.
TLG 81351 .................................$29.99

ASCENSION: ETERNAL
Ascension Eternal is a fast-paced 
deckbuilding game designed by Magic 
Pro Tour champions Justin Gary, Rob 
Dougherty, and Brian Kibler. Easy to learn 
and a perfect entry point for new players! 
With a 20 minute playtime for 2 and the 
ability to add multiple copies together for 
more player action! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2020.
UPI 10190 .......................................... PI

CASTLES & CRUSADES RPG: 
CODEX CELTARUM 2ND PRINTING
The Codex Celtarum delves into the 
myths, history, cultures and traditions 
of the Celtic peoples, the powers of the 
world around them, the many gods that 
watched over them and the monsters that 
haunted their world. Within the Codex 
Celtarum lies a wealth of information; 
gaming material that blows new life into 
the world of the fey, the druid, the ranger 
and all characters whose travels carry 
them through the wooded hills, broken 
crags and dark forests of our primeval 
imaginings. An exhaustive list of Celtic 
Gods, Druid Magic, Faery Magic and 
Wonders of the Celtic World are included 
throughout this new tome. Scheduled to 
ship in October 2020.
TLG 81302 .................................$29.99

CTHULHU’S VAULT TAROT DECK
Find your future as told through 
Lovecraftian lore with the Cthulhu’s Vault 
Tarot Deck and Guidebook. With 78 
unique full-color artwork illustrated by 
fantasy artist Jacob Walker, this tarot 
deck, based on the popular Rider-Waite 
format, is an excellent collectible addition 
for fans of tarot reading or horror fiction 
tales by H.P. Lovecraft. Scheduled to ship 
in September 2020.
UPI 85681 .......................................... PI

TROLL LORD GAMES

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS

JUMBO D20 DICE PLUSH
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
UPI 18356 .................................................. PI
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ECLIPSE GLOSS SMALL SLEEVES (60)
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
APPLE RED UPI 15628 .............................................................................................PI
ARCTIC WHITE UPI 15624 .......................................................................................PI
FOREST GREEN UPI 15629 ......................................................................................PI
JET BLACK UPI 15625 .............................................................................................PI
PACIFIC BLUE UPI 15626 .........................................................................................PI
ROYAL PURPLE UPI 15634 .......................................................................................PI
SKY BLUE UPI 15627 ..............................................................................................PI

ECLIPSE GLOSS STANDARD SLEEVES (100)
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
APPLE RED UPI 15604 .............................................................................................PI
ARCTIC WHITE UPI 15600 .......................................................................................PI
FOREST GREEN UPI 15605 ......................................................................................PI
HOT PINK UPI 15609 ..............................................................................................PI
JET BLACK UPI 15601 .............................................................................................PI
LEMON YELLOW UPI 15608 ....................................................................................PI
LIME GREEN UPI 15606 ..........................................................................................PI
PACIFIC BLUE UPI 15602 .........................................................................................PI
PUMPKIN ORANGE UPI 15607 ...............................................................................PI
ROYAL PURPLE UPI 15610 .......................................................................................PI
SKY BLUE UPI 15603 ..............................................................................................PI
SMOKE GREY UPI 15611 ........................................................................................PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: 
DOUBLE MASTERS TABLE 
PLAYMATS
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
6’ UPI 18437 ......................................PI
8’ UPI 18438 ......................................PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: 
DOUBLE MASTERS PLAYMATS 
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
V1 UPI 18425.....................................PI
V2 UPI 18426.....................................PI
V3 UPI 18432.....................................PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: 
COMMANDER LEGENDS
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
LIFE PAD V1 UPI 18480 .......................PI
LIFE PAD V2 UPI 18481 .......................PI
LIFE PAD V3 UPI 18482 .......................PI
LIFE PAD V4 UPI 18483 .......................PI
LIFE PAD V5 UPI 18484 .......................PI
PLAYMAT V1 UPI 18472 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V2 UPI 18473 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V3 UPI 18474 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V4 UPI 18475 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V5 UPI 18476 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V6 UPI 18477 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V7 UPI 18478 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V8 UPI 18479 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V9 UPI 18496 ......................PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX AND 100CT 
SLEEVE V1
UPI 18467 .......................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX AND 100CT 
SLEEVE V2
UPI 18468 .......................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX AND 100CT 
SLEEVE V3
UPI 18469 .......................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX AND 100CT 
SLEEVE V4
UPI 18470 .......................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX AND 100CT 
SLEEVE V5
UPI 18471 .......................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX AND 100CT 
SLEEVE V6
UPI 18495 .......................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: 
ZENDIKAR 
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
COMMANDER PLAYMAT V1
UPI 18465 .......................................... PI
COMMANDER PLAYMAT V2
UPI 18466 .......................................... PI
PLAYMAT V1 UPI 18446 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V2 UPI 18447 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V3 UPI 18448 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V4 UPI 18449 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V5 UPI 18450 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V6 UPI 18451 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V7 UPI 18452 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V8 UPI 18453 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V9 UPI 18454 ......................PI
PLAYMAT V10 UPI 18455 ....................PI
PLAYMAT V11 UPI 18456 ....................PI
PLAYMAT V12 UPI 18457 ....................PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX AND 100CT 
SLEEVES V1
UPI 18463 .......................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX AND 100CT 
SLEEVES V2
UPI 18464 .......................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX V1
UPI 18443 .......................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX V2
UPI 18444 .......................................... PI
PRO 100+ DECK BOX V3
UPI 18445 .......................................... PI
PRO BINDER 9-POCKET
UPI 18458 .......................................... PI
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR  
SLEEVES 100CT V1
UPI 18493 .......................................... PI
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR  
SLEEVES 100CT V2
UPI 18441 .......................................... PI
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR  
SLEEVES 100CT V3
UPI 18442 .......................................... PI
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR  
SLEEVES 100CT V4
UPI 18461 .......................................... PI
STANDARD DECK PROTECTOR  
SLEEVES 100CT V5
UPI 18462 .......................................... PI
TABLE PLAYMAT 6’
UPI 18459 .......................................... PI
TABLE PLAYMAT 8’
UPI 18460 .......................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: RELIC TOKENS PACK DISPLAY - 
RELENTLESS COLLECTION (24)
Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
UPI 18337 ..............................................................................................................PI

SWORD AND SHIELD 3.5 
4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 15657 .......................................... PI
9-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 15658 .......................................... PI

SWORD AND SHIELD 4 
4-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 15230 .......................................... PI
9-POCKET PORTFOLIO
UPI 15231 .......................................... PI

SATIN TOWER: BOOMBOX
The BOOMBOX is a fun multi-use card playing companion. 
With a Bluetooth speaker and phone charger encased in 
Ultra PRO’s Premium Satin Tower deck box, you can play 
music, receive calls, store cards safely, and entertain friends 
while playing tabletop games. Like the regular version 
of our the Satin Tower, this deckbox is designed to hold 
100+ standard-sized trading cards in Ultra PRO Deck 
Protector sleeves. Easily connect to any Bluetooth device. 
Speakerphone capabilities for hands-free calling. Designed 
to protect and hold up to 100+ Standard sized trading cards 
(such as Magic or Pokémon) in Ultra PRO Deck Protector 
sleeves. Scheduled to ship in September 2020.
UPI 15191 ................................................................. PI

SNOWY OWLBEAR GAMER POUCH
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
UPI 18357 .......................................... PI

PREMIUM ZIPPERED  
CHARACTER FOLIO
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
UPI 18202 .......................................... PI
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LEGENDARY DBG: MARVEL - INTO 
THE COSMOS DELUXE EXPANSION
For this exciting addition to Legendary, 
heroes and villains converge from all 
corners of the universe to add cosmically-
charged power to your deck! This 200-card 
deluxe expansion introduces some of the 
most powerful cosmic beings in the Marvel 
Universe to the vast world of Legendary: A 
Marvel Deck Building Game. Scheduled to 
ship in December 2020.
UDC 94062 ........................................ PI

UPPER DECK 
ENTERTAINMENT

1000 PIECE PUZZLES
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.

USAOPOLY/THE OP

ANIMAL CROSSING  
‘NEW HORIZONS’
Find peacefulness in assembling this 
setting from New Horizons in a 19” x 
27” jigsaw puzzle, where your plants and 
crafting has welcomed friends like Beau, 
Vesta, Pekoe and Daisy Mae to enjoy the 
vibrant five-star landscape in the making. 
USO PZ005650 .................................. PI

BEETLEJUICE  
‘GRAVEYARD WEDDING’
You are invited to the wedding of the year 
to celebrate the marriage of Beetlejuice 
and his bride in this 1,000-piece puzzle. 
USO PZ010687 .................................. PI

BREAKING BAD
Collectible jigsaw puzzle featuring 
Heisenberg himself Walter White from 
the hit AMC show Breaking Bad in this 
1,000-piece puzzle. 
USO PZ091709 .................................. PI

GARBAGE PAIL KIDS ‘YUCK’
Connect 1,000 pieces of a creepy collage 
featuring Atom Bomb, Fryin Ryan, Hippie 
Skippy and other characters that’ll have 
you saying Yuck! 
USO PZ137729 .................................. PI

THE GOLDEN GIRLS ‘CAST’
Piece together this 1000-piece puzzle 
featuring Blanche, Rose, Dorothy, 
and Sophia from the iconic series The 
Golden Girls.
USO PZ118506 .................................. PI

BOB’S BURGERS BURGER DREAMS
Spatulas, saucey swirls, and winged 
burgers are the things of dreams found in 
this surreal and colorful 19” x 27” jigsaw 
of Bob’s Burgers restaurateurs and some of 
their personal effects. 
USO PZ006633 .................................. PI
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HARRY POTTER ‘DOBBY’
No socks needed to let Dobby free in this 
magically detailed 1,000-piece jigsaw 
puzzle, featuring the beloved house elf in 
his ever-humble pose. 
USO PZ010629 .................................. PI

JOKER ‘CLOWN PRINCE OF CRIME’
Piece together this 1000 puzzle jigsaw 
puzzle featuring The Joker from the DC 
Comics Universe. Made in the USA and 
quality-checked for fans to enjoy this 
collectible puzzle with clean edges and 
zero dust. 
USO PZ010536 .................................. PI

NARUTO ‘RAMEN TIME’
This 19” x 27” jigsaw puzzle from Naruto 
Shippuden will remind you to slurp loudly 
as you put together 1,000 pieces to show 
the hungry ninja enjoying a bowl from 
Ichiraku in Ramen Time! 
USO PZ086711 .................................. PI

BLACK POWDER
Scheduled to ship in July 2020.

THE SHINING ‘COME 
PLAY WITH US’
A 1000 piece puzzle that will bring 
entertainment to fans of The Shining 
forever and ever and ever. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2020.
USO PZ010720 .................................. PI

NATIONAL PARKS  
2020 MONOPOLY
A MONOPOLY-themed adventure with the 
great outdoors awaits you! Plan a cross-
country vacation and experience over 60 
of the most beautiful and historic sites in 
America in this special National Parks 
Edition of MONOPOLY. Scheduled to ship 
in August 2020.
USO MN025000 ................................ PI

SCOOBY-DOO! ‘THOSE  
MEDDLING KIDS!’
Join those meddling kids and their canine-
pal Scooby from Mystery Inc in this 
character-filled 1,000-piece puzzle. 
USO PZ010544 .................................. PI

SUPER MARIO VS BOWSER 
CHECKERS & TIC TAC TOE
Join Mario and Bowser and celebrate one 
of the greatest rivalries in video games 
with this collectible Super Mario & Bowser 
Checkers / Tic-Tac-Toe set. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2020.
USO CM005637 ................................ PI

THE GOONIES MONOPOLY
Never say die! with MONOPOLY: 
The Goonies! Go on a quest for One-
Eyed Willy’s hidden treasure and 
buy, sell, and trade locations around 
Astoria, Oregon in this version based 
on the classic 80s adventure movie! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2020.
USO MN010718 ...........................PI

WARLORD GAMES

SPANISH INFANTRY (1ST 
BATTALION) 1805-1811
WLG 302411501 ............................... PI

SPANISH INFANTRY (2ND & 3RD 
BATTALIONS) 1805-1811
WLG 302411502 ............................... PI

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG:  
ICE WIND DALE - RIME OF THE FROST MAIDEN
Brave the frozen North of Faerun in this Dungeons & Dragons adventure for 
characters level 1-12. Explore the frontier of Icewind Dale! Maps and guides 
will aid you on your journey through a land of isolation, paranoia, and 
deadly cold. Venture into the Ten Towns and other beloved D&D locations 
made famous by Drizzt Do’Urden and the Companions of the Hall. Encounter 
the hazards of a frozen wilderness. This book provides DMs with rules for 
running D&D adventures in icy tundras and wintery climes.
HARDCOVER WOC C78670000 ............................................... $49.95
ALTERNATE COVER WOC C78920000 ...................................... $49.95

THE GOLDEN GIRLS  
‘I HEART MIAMI’
Head to Miami and enjoy the lovable 
foursome of The Golden Girls - Blanche, 
Rose, Dorothy, and Sophia in this 
collectible 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle. This 
puzzle will win your heart with a photo of 
the ladies holding a plush gator that you 
might say is as snappy as Sofia herself. 
USO PZ118509 .................................. PI

HARLEY QUINN ‘DIE LAUGHING’
Take a swing at this 1,000 piece jigsaw 
puzzle capturing retro-style DC villainess 
Harley Quinn in fine detail and true form, 
from the stickers on her mallet to her pink 
pom-pom laces. 
USO PZ010533 .................................. PI
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS RPG: 
ICE WIND DALE - RIME OF THE 
FROST MAIDEN DICE SET
Immerse yourself in an Icewind Dale 
Dungeons & Dragons adventure with a full 
set of 11 dice made for the frozen north. 
Navigate the treacherous tundra with a 
player-friendly, foldout map of Icewind 
Dale on one side and Ten-Towns on the 
other. Keep your dice on the table with a 
durable, felt-lined box that functions as 
two dice trays. 20 double-sided cards 
with descriptions and beautiful illustrations 
will introduce you to the characters and 
creatures you might encounter on your 
D&D journey.

WOC C87150000 ......................................................................................... $29.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES: ICONS 
OF THE REALMS PREMIUM FIGURES W4

Scheduled to ship in December 2020.

CLASH OF CULTURES: 
MONUMENTAL EDITION
Clash of Cultures: Monumental Edition 
brings back the clasic game of exploration, 
expansion, and development with all-new 
updates! Grow your civilization, advance 
your culture and tech, and leave your 
mark by building Wonders. Includes the 
highly sought after Civilizations and Aztecs 
expansions for an epic adventure. Fully 
sculpted minis of the 7 Wonders included 
for the first time. All new cover art, newly 
sculpted minis, and graphic design. 
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
WZK 87515 .............................$139.99

WIZKIDS/NECA

DRAGONBORN SORCERER FEMALE
WZK 93029 .................................$7.99

DWARF PALADIN FEMALE
WZK 93027 .................................$7.99

HALF-ELF BARD FEMALE
WZK 93028 .................................$7.99

ELF PALADIN FEMALE
WZK 93025 .................................$7.99
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WIZKIDS 4D SETTINGS: 
ENCAMPMENT
Gather ‘round the fire with the newest 
addition to the WizKids 4D Settings line, 
the Encampment! Every adventurer needs 
a place to rest after a harrowing adventure 
and this set gives you exactly that. You and 
your players will have everything you need 
to recharge before the next battle ensues 
and the adventure continues. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2020.
WZK 75000 ...............................$39.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:  
ICONS OF THE REALMS THE TOWER
Towers are the archetypical location for adventure, and WizKids new tower 
set piece is an awesome way to add more depth to your game. Whether 
you are exploring the ruins of a long-forgotten tower along the Sword 
Coast or stumbling into the domain of an eccentric wizard, The Tower can 
help you elevate your game to the next level and bring a sense of immersion 
to every player at the table. With its modular design and easily removable 
layers, you can customize its appearance to meet whatever goals you have 
for your play experience! Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
WZK 96017 ........................................................................... $249.99

NOT FINAL ART

MAGIC THE GATHERING: PHUNNY BY KIDROBOT
With over 20 billion Magic cards being traded and tens of millions of players across 
the globe, we could not be happier to bring part of this iconic game to life! Kidrobot 
brings to life some of our favorite Magic: The Gathering characters in Phunny plush 
form. Each Phunny is made with premium, super-soft materials, and we are excited 
to release the most huggable Planeswalkers yet! Scheduled to ship in October 2020.
AJANI
WZK 16279 .............................................................................................$11.99
CHANDRA
WZK 16280 .............................................................................................$11.99
GARRUK
WZK 16281 .............................................................................................$11.99
NICOL BOLAS
WZK 16278 .............................................................................................$11.99

HUMAN WARLOCK MALE
WZK 93024 .................................$7.99

HUMAN RANGER MALE
WZK 93030 .................................$7.99

HUMAN DRUID MALE
WZK 93031 .................................$7.99

HUMAN ROGUE MALE
WZK 93022 .................................$7.99

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:  
ICONS OF THE REALMS SET 15 FANGS AND  
TALONS BOOSTER BRICK (8)
Scheduled to ship in November 2020. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers 
in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
WZK 96000 ........................................................................... $135.92

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:  
ICONS OF THE REALMS SET 15 FANGS AND TALONS - 
PURPLE WORM PREMIUM
Scheduled to ship in November 2020.
WZK 96002 ............................................................................. $49.99

HALF-ORC FIGHTER FEMALE
WZK 93026 .................................$7.99

HUMAN CLERIC MALE
WZK 93023 .................................$7.99




